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BY

NORBERT H. SCHLOMIUK

Introduction. The aim of this paper is to develop a theory of principal cofibre

bundles which is dual in the sense of Eckmann-Hilton [3] to the theory of principal

fibre bundles with group G.

If we take as definition of a fibration the homotopical definition of Serre or a

similar definition, there is a convenient dual notion of cofibration. A cofibration in

the homotopical category is essentially a pair (X, A) with the homotopy extension

property and it plays a very important role in homotopy theory (for extensions of

mappings, definition of generalized cohomology groups, etc.). In fact one can say

that cofibrations have appeared in topology before fibrations (the Borsuk homotopy

extension theorem is a theorem about cofibrations). For any definition of principal

fibration in the homotopical category, where the fibre is an //-space operating

associatively up to homotopy on the total space, one can obtain a dual definition

of a principal cofibration in the same category. The situation changes completely if

we consider the problem in the category 3" of topoJogical spaces and continuous

maps. A group G in this category is a topological group and correspondingly we

have in this category the notion of principal fibre bundle with group G. Here the

group G operates freely on the space X, and the operation is strictly associative.

We could try to define a principal cofibre bundle in 3~ by formally replacing groups

in ¡T by cogroups in ^ associative operations by associative co-operations and

reverse the arrows. This is indeed possible but does not lead to a meaningful notion.

The reason for this is that a cogroup in J" reduces to a point so that there are no

nontrivial cogroups in 3". On the other hand, however, there are plenty of groups

in 3~ (topological groups).

The situation is no better in the category ¡f of simplicial sets. Here again any

cogroup reduces to a point.

We are compelled to consider the next category in algebraic homotopy theory,

namely the category 'S of simplicial groups. According to a theorem of Kan [10]

the functor G:i/'-^eS establishes a 1-1 correspondence between the homotopy

classes of maps: \K\ -*■ \L\ (where \K\ is the geometric realization of K) and the
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loop-homotopy classes of homomorphisms GK -> GL. This means that IS is rich

enough to represent homotopy theory. On the other hand, <& is also suitable for

the development of a satisfying theory of cofibre bundles. Namely (see Theorem

1.7.2) the cogroups in IS are of the form FK where K is a simplicial set and

F: Sf -> ^ is the construction F of Milnor. Since \FK\x QS\K\ for any K e SP its

loop space is equivalent to a cogroup in %. Having cogroups, we are able to define

co-operations and free co-operations of a cogroup FK on an object of <&. The first

main result is Theorem 2.2.3 which states that any principal cofibre bundle can be

viewed as a twisted free product.

In §2.1 we consider an important example of principal cofibre bundles with

cofibre FK. This is the principal cofibre bundle of cobase GK and total space GCK

where G is the G-construction of Kan and CK is the cone over K. This bundle is

universal (Theorem 2.4.6). Indeed, any principal cofibre bundle of cofibre FK and

cobase A e & is induced from the universal one by a map </>'■ GK-+A. Since any

principal cofibre bundle is a twisted free product, equivalence of cofibre bundles

can be interpreted in terms of equivalence of twisting functions. This yields

(Theorem 2.5.6) a classification of twisting functions which can be viewed as the

dual of the theorem which identifies the equivalence classes of principal fibre

bundles with the first cohomology set (with nonabelian coefficients).

For maps GK-* A a notion of /¿-homotopy is defined in §2.6 and with this

notion the homotopy classes of maps: GK-+ A turn out be in a 1-1 correspondence

with the equivalence classes of principal cofibre bundles with cofibre FK and cobase

A. This theorem is formally dual to the classification theorem for principal fibre

bundles.

The author has not yet been successful in clarifying the relation between p.-

homotopy and loop-homotopy; he conjectures that they are equivalent. This con-

jecture is supported by Theorem 2.6.4 which states that the equivalence classes of

principal cofibre bundles with cobase A and cofibre FSn are in 1-1 correspondence

with TTn^x(A). Our results give a certain insight into the nature of Eckmann-Hilton

duality and help us to understand its partial character. For instance, it now becomes

clear why the desuspension problem is completely different from the dual problem

of constructing a classifying space. On the other hand it has become clear in the last

few years that simplicial methods are very useful for constructing certain classifying

spaces (BPh, BT0P, etc.). It is hoped that the concepts of this paper will turn out to

be of similar use in dual situations.

The author wishes to express his grateful appreciation to Israel Berstein for

suggesting the problem and for many interesting conversations and to Peter J.

Hilton for helpful comments.

1. Preliminaries.

1.1. We shall denote by y the category of simplicial sets, by ^ the category of

simplicial groups, by dt the face operators and by s¡ the degeneracy operators. A
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simplicial set K=(Kn) satisfies the extension condition of Kan if for every collection

of n+1 n-simplices .y0, Xy,..., xk-y, xk+1,..., xn + 1 which satisfy the compatibility

conditions 0|X>"»0/-i*b '</> i^bj^k there exists an (n+l)-simplex x such that

d¡x=Xi for i+k. A simplicial set that satisfies the extension condition of Kan is

called a Kan complex. Every simplicial group satisfies the extension condition of

Kan [Moore].

1.2. A reduced simplicial set is a simplicial set K such that K0 consists of only

one element k0. Let K be a reduced complex and let kn=sôkQ. Define G(K)n to be

the free group generated by the elements Kn +1—{rc„+i} modulo the relations

s0x=*en for xeKn. If xeKn + 1, r(x) denotes the class of x in G(K)n. G(K)„ is

freely generated by r(x), x e Kn + i, x^s0y. To define 8t and st on G(K) it is enough

to define them on generators: d0T=(T(d0x)~1)diz, 3¡t(a:) = t(í1 + 1.v) if i>0, stT(x)

= r(Si + yX) if/ = 0.

The functor G from the category of reduced simplicial sets to the category of

simplicial groups is the algebraic correspondent of the loop-space functor.

1.3. Let Kbe a reduced simplicial set. We define a simplicial set CK as follows:

The simplices of (CK)n are the symbols Ckx, xe Kn.k with the relations:

C   Kq  = Kn,

dt(Ckx) = Ck'xx ifi<k,

di(Ckx) = Ck(di_kx)       if Oik,

Si(Ckx) = Ck + 1x ifi<k,

sf(Ckx) = Ck(Si-kx) if/ = /c.

The complex CK is contractible and the subcomplex of elements of the form

C°x may be identified with K. If we collapse in CK the image of K to the one point

simplicial set (kn) we obtain the reduced suspension SK over K. Let Skx be the

image of Ckx in SK; then (SK)n is formed by the symbols Skx, xeKn.k, k S 1

with the relations Snk0=kn.

1.4. The construction FK=GSK [14]. Denote by FK the simplicial group such

that (FK)n is freely generated by Kn-{kn}; d¡ and s¡ operate as in Kn and are

extended to group-homomorphisms on (FK)n.

The correspondence x -> t(Sx) extends to an isomorphism FK~GSK. Therefore

the construction FK (free simplicial group generated by K) is equivalent to GSK

whose topological correspondent is the loop space on the suspension of K.

1.5. Comultiplication and cogroups. Let Gr be the category of groups and group

homomorphisms. For Gy, G2 e Gr consider the free product Gt * G2 6 Gr together

with the injections iy : Gy^-Gy* G2, i2 : G2^-Gy* G2 and retractions rx : Gy * G2

-*• Gy, r2 : Gy * G2 -*■ G2. Each element of Gy * G2 can be represented uniquely as a

reduced word g\g\- ■ -glgl, where g{ e Gy, g2 e G2, g\¥^e^g2 (g\ and & may be

equal to e). If GX = G2 = G, and geGwe shall denote by g' = ix(g) the same element

considered in the first factor of G y * G2 and by g" = i2(g) the same element considered

in the second factor of Gy * G2.
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The folding map V : G * G ->> G is defined by

V(gigS- • -gL-lg'zn)  = gigs' • -g2n-lg2n.

Definition 1.5.1. Let G e Gr. A comultiplication <S> on G is a map <!>: G ̂ >-G * G

such that
ri(p = r2<S> = 1: G->G.

Example 1.5.2. Let F be the free group generated by the set S=<x1(..., xn>.

Then any map <1> : S -*■ F * F extends in a unique way to a group homomorphism

í>: F->F* F. Let <i>(xi) = x'ix", /'= 1,..., n. Then <I> is a comultiplication.

Definition 1.5.3. A comultiplication O: G ->> G * G is associative if

(1 * <b) o $ = (O * 1) o O.

The comultiplication of Example 1.5.2 is associative.

Definition 1.5.4. A comultiplication 0 has an inverse v. G-> G if

V o (v * 1) » 4> = V o (1 * v) o <p = trivial: G -s» G.

The comultiplication of Example 1.5.2 has the inverse v(xi)=xi~1.

Definition 1.5.5. A cogroup (G, O, v) in Gr is an object GeGr together with

an associative comultiplication O and an inverse v. In fact v is uniquely determined

by $.

Theorem 1.5.6. [11]. Let (G, <t>, r) be a cogroup. Then G is a free group generated

by the set S of elements that are primitive under <S> i.e. <&(x) = x'x" ifxeS.

Hence any cogroup (G, <J>, r) is equivalent to our Example 1.5.2.

1.6. Co-operation of a cogroup on an object.

Definition 1.6.1. Let G e Gr and let (F, d>, r) be a cogroup in Gr. F co-operates

(associatively) on G if there is a homomorphism Y: G—>- G * F such that rjY:

G -> G is the identity and (1 * <D) ° Y = (Y * 1) ° Y.

Example 1.6.2. Let G = H*F where (f, 0) is a cogroup in Gr. Then F co-

operates on G by Y: H * F—>- H * F* F, where Y= 1 * 4>.

Definition 1.6.3. Let G e Gr, (F, <t>) be a cogroup in Gr and let Y: G -► G * F

be a co-operation. The subgroup A <= G such that o e .4 if and only if T(a)=a' eG* F

is called the invariant object or co-orbit object.

Definition 1.6.4. A co-operation Y is called free if r2oY:G-^-F is an

epimorphism.

Remark 1.6.5. In the Example 1.6.2, Y is clearly free and H^H*F is the

invariant object. This example is typical for free co-operations. Namely we have

the following structure theorem for free co-operation :

Theorem 1.6.6(3). Let G e Gr, (F, <D) be a cogroup in Gr and let Y: G -s> G * F

be a free co-operation. Let A<^G be the invariant object. Then G=A*F and

Y=l * 0:yi *F-*A*F*F.

(3) Our theorem can be deduced from [7, Theorem 5.10]. Since Theorem 5.10 attributed

to R. Stark is stated in [7] without proof and no published proof of it is known to the author,

we shall give in the Appendix a direct proof of Theorem 1.6.6.
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1.7. Cogroups in the category of simplicial groups. If F and G are in 'S, then

F* Ge'S satisfies (F* G)n = Fn * Gn and 8¡ and st are defined in the obvious way.

Definition 1.7.1. (F, 4>) is a cogroup in 'S, Fe 'S, <D: F-> F * F if (Fn, <Pn) are

cogroups in Gr, for ail n 3; 0.

Theorem 1.7.2. Leí (i7, <5) Ae a cogroup in S. Then there exists a subcomplex

K<=-F such that F=FK (i.e. any cogroup is the F construction over some K).

Proof. By Theorem 1.5.6, Fn is generated freely by the set Kn^Fn of elements

such that <S>„(x)=x'x". Let K denote the collection of Kn's «=0, 1,.... If x e Kn,

Y(dix) = dix¥(x) = 8i(x'x") = dlx'dlx"=(dlx)'(8ix)" so that 8xxeKn.x- Similarly if

x e Kn, sxx e Kn + x- Therefore K is a complex and F=FK.

Definition 1.7.3. Let G be a simplicial group and let F=(FK, i>) be a cogroup

in S. We shall say that F co-operates on G if there is a simplicial group map

Y:G->G* J^ such that:

rxY = 1 : G -* G,       (Y * 1) o Y = (1 * <D) o Y.

Definition 1.7.4. The co-operation is free if r2Y: G -> F is an epimorphism.

2. Statement of results.

2.1. Principal cofibre bundles in 'S.

Definition 2.1.1. A principal cofibre bundle in 'S is a triple A, G, Fe'S where

(F, Q}) is a cogroup in 'S and (F, 0) co-operates freely by Y on G, A <= G being the

invariant object.

We shall call A the cobase, i: A -> G the cofibration, F the cofibre and G the

total object of the cofibre bundle.

Main example 2.1.2. The cofibre bundle (GK,GCK,FK). For any reduced

complex K, FK co-operates freely on GCK. Since GCK is generated freely by

symbols r(C°x) = r(x) and t(Cx), to define a map Y: GCK^-GCK* FK, it is

enough to define Y on the free generators t(C°x) = t(x) and t(Cx) = 1x. Let

Y(r(.x)) = (r(x))', W(Kx) = \X'X".

Then Y is a co-operation. The invariant object of the co-operation Y is generated

by the elements r(x), xeK hence the invariant object is GK^GCK. It can be

verified that the co-operation is associative and it is clearly free. The cofibration

(GK, GCK, FK) is a principal cofibre bundle with cobase, cofibre and cogroup FK.

Taking into account the topological interpretations of the terms, we see that it

corresponds to the cofibration X -+ CX -► ST where CX is the cone over X and

SX the suspension. We shall prove that (GK, GCK, FK) is a universal principal

cofibre bundle with cogroup FK, induced by a map of GK into the cobase of the

universal cofibration.

2.2. Any principal cofibre bundle is a twisted free product.

Definition 2.2.1. Let A and B=FK be simplicial groups. G = A *t B is called the

twisted free product of A and B with twisting function t : K -> A if as an abstract
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group, Gn = An * 1Bn where Bn is isomorphic to xBn (isomorphism b -> 1è) and on

An, S, and s¡ are those on A, whereas for x e Kn:

s^x = s¡x, i ^ 0,

cfx = dtx, i > 0,

do1* = t(x)80x.

This means that G is almost the free product of A and B with a twisting in the

definition of the first face operator of B.

Example 2.2.2. Let 1F<=GCK be the subgroup generated by the elements

lx ( = t(C(x))). Then, as an abstract group (GCK)n = (GK)n * F, where lFn is

isomorphic as a group to F= FK and since

do1* = t(x)~180x,

d^x = dxx,       i > 0,

íí1* = s¡x,       i - 0.

GCK is the twisted free product of GK and F, with the twisting function f. K-+ GK

defined on the generators by: t(x) = r(x)~1. We shall prove in §3:

Theorem 2.2.3. Let (A, G, F) be a principal cofibre bundle. Then G is isomorphic

to the twisted free product G = A *tF, with some twisting junction t: F-*- A.

2.3. Induced bundles. Let (G, A, F, Y) be a principal cofibre bundle and let

0 : A -*■ B be a map of simplicial groups. We construct a new simplicial group H

as follows: H is the quotient group obtained from B * G by introducing the

relations <S>(a)a~1 = en for all aeAn. Let g:B-+H be the composition of the

natural inclusion i: B -+ B * G and the epimorphism n: B * G -> H. F cooperates

on B * G by co-operating on the second factor, namely Y1:G*G^>-B*G*F

is defined by T' = l * T where T:G-^G*jFisa co-operation. If z = <S>(a)a~1,

aeA Y(z) = (<b(a)a)' '1. Therefore if we map :

TT* l:B*G*F-+H*F

then (tt *L)x¥"(z)=Tr((<S>(a))'a'~1) = e, so that the co-operation T' induces a co-

operation ¥* ://->//* F such that the diagram

\Ir'

7i*G—>B*G*F

• * 1

IJr*

77-> H*F

is commutative.

In the terminology of group theory, H is the amalgamated free product of B and

G, the subgroup A<^G being amalgamated with its image by 4> in B. According to
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a theorem about such products, G: B -> H is a monomorphism. We shall identify

/i with its image in H. The subgroup B<=H is invariant under T*. Indeed,

T*(ô)=T'(6) = è'. It follows from Theorem 2.2.3 that H is the twisted free product

of B and G with the twisting function t*: K^- B, t* = <& ° /. As an abstract group

Gn=An*1F. Therefore

(B * G)n = Bn*Gn = Bn*An* lFn.

The amalgamation of An and <3>(An) does not affect Fn so that H„ = Bn* 1Fn.

It is clear that the image under the twisting function of x e Kn will be the class

of t(x) in Bn i.e. <bt(x) and this completes the proof of

Theorem 2.3.1. (H, A, F, Y*) is a principal cofibre bundle which may be repre-

sented as //= B *<tot F.

We shall call (H, A, F, Y*) a bundle induced from (G, A, F, Y) via O.

2.4. Universal principal cofibre bundles. Consider together with Example 2.1.2

another principal cofibre bundle H=B *r FK, represented as a twisted free product

with twisting function r. In §4, we shall prove :

Theorem 2.4.1. For any principal cofibre bundle (H, B, FK, Y*) represented as a

twisted free product B *r FK with twisting function r: K-+ B, there exists a map (of

simplicial groups) <&:GK-+B such that (H, B, FK, Y*) is induced from (GCK, GK,

FK, Y) via 0 and r = 4> ° / where t: K-± GK is the canonical twisting function of the

universal bundle.

2.5. The classification theorem for principal cofibre bundles.

Definition 2.5.1. Let (G, A, F) and (//, A, F) be two principal cofibre bundles

with the same cobase A. A map of simplicial groups A: G^-H is a principal

cofibre bundle equivalence if the diagram

Y
G—> G*F

(2.5.2) À* 1

H—>H*F

is commutative and if A|^ = 1.

Let 1x be a primitive element i.e. Y(1x) = 1x'x", x generator of F. Then XQx) is

also a primitive element corresponding to the generator x.

Let G=A *s F and //=/! *( XF be two twisted-product representations of the

bundles G and H with twisting functions s, t:K^-A. We have by definition

Gn — An * XF„ and Hn = An* 2Fn. Since Xflx) is primitive, it differs by an invariant

element p(x) from the element 2x, corresponding in the second representation to x.
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Therefore, A(1x)=/í(x)2a' and p(x) completely determines X(x) since X is the identity

on An. Let us see how p. behaves with respect to dt and s¡

s¡X(x) = sxp(x)s2(x) = X(s¡x) — p.(sxx)s2(x),       i ^ 0

cxX(x) = cxp(x)8fx — X(8xx) = p(dfX)c?x, i > 0

so that

(2.5.3) stX(x) = ri(s¡(x)),   i > 0;       ô(p.(x) = fi(8,x),   i > 0.

Further

BoXQx) = 80p.(x)t(x)8\]x = X(80x) = X(s(x))X(80x) = s(A:)/i(e0x)2e0jc.

Therefore

(2.5.4) 80fx(x) = ííxHaox)!^)-1.

Definition 2.5.5. Two twisting functions s,t:K^-A are called equivalent if

there exists a function p.: A' -> A preserving degrees and such that (2.5.3) and (2.5.4)

are satisfied.

Hence we have proved

Theorem 2.5.6. There is a 1-1 correspondence between the equivalence classes of

twisting functions t: A'-> A and the equivalence classes of cofibre bundles with base

A and cofibre F= FK.

This theorem is remarkably similar to the description of principal fibre bundles

with base A and group G and the first cohomology set of A with coefficients in the

germs of functions A^-G. Here the nonabelian cohomology is replaced by some

kind of nonabelian homology, the cycles being the twisting functions.

2.6. Equivalence and p-homotopy. We shall now introduce a definition of

homotopy of simplicial homomorphisms <t>: GK-^- A. This is an equivalence

relation defined only for homomorphisms whose domains are of the form GK.

This is not unexpected since the loop-homotopy is an equivalence relation only on

free simplicial groups and the GA"s form the most important case of free simplicial

groups. Furthermore, it probably coincides with the loop-homotopy equivalence,

but so far the author has not been able to prove this statement, hence we state it

as a conjecture.

Definition 2.6.1. Two simplicial homomorphisms $0, <t>x '■ GK -> A are ¡x-

homotopic if there exists a map p.: K-+ A (p(Kn)<=An) such that:

(2.6.2) 80p(x) = tDoMxry^o^iírW),

(2.6.3) S,p(x) = p(8xx),       i > 0,

(2.6.4) Sip.(x) = p.(stx),       i ^ 0.

In view of the fact that the correspondence t ->■ O which associates to each

twisting function C.K-+A, the simplicial group map Q>:GK-+A defined by
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(í>(r(x)) = t(x) l is 1-1 and in view of the above definition, the following theorem

is a restatement of Theorem 2.5.6.

Theorem 2.6.5. There is a 1-1 correspondence between the principal cofibre

bundles of cofibre FK and cobase A and the ^-homotopy classes of maps <t : GK -> A.

Formally, at least, this is a dual of the classification theorem of principal fibre

bundles.

2.7. Classification of principal cofibre bundles with a sphere as cofibre. Although

apparently unsatisfactory because of the lack of identity between /x-homotopy and

loop-homotopy, Theorem 2.6.5 yields a complete classification of principal cofibre

bundles with cofibre FSn. Recall that Sn is a simplicial set with one vertex k0, one

nondegenerate simplex x in dimension n and no nondegenerate simplexes in higher

dimensions. To specify a simplicial homomorphism <I>: GS71 -*■ A, it is enough to

specify its value <1>(t(x)). Furthermore we have in GK,

dtr(x) = en.2,       i = 0,...,»-1.

Therefore,

(2.7.1) 8Mr(x)) = <¡>(d(T(x)),       i - 0,...,«-1.

We have proved that the simplicial homomorphisms: GSn -> A, are in 1-1 corre-

spondence with elements ^(tÇx)) e An-y such that d1cp(T(.v)) = en_2 for all i. These

elements form a subgroup rn_1<=^ln_1. Two maps O0 and Oj are it-homotopic if

there exists a function it: S™ -> A satisfying (2.6.2), (2.6.3), (2.6.4). Such a function

is completely determined by its value p(x) on the unique nondegenerate simplex

x e Sn. (2.6.2) and (2.6.3) become:

(2.7.2) doíí(x) = 4>o(t(^)-14>0(t(jc)),

(2.7.3) dip.(x) = en.y,       i> 0.

Let us recall Kan's combinatorial definition of homotopy groups. Let A be a

simplicial group and let rn_1«=/4n_1 be the subgroup of elements aeAn_y such

that dta=0 for all /'. An element ae rn_j is called null-homotopic if there exists

beAn such that 8tb = en.y for />0 and d0b=a. The subgroup Vn-i^Tn-i» of

null-homotopic elements is a normal subgroup and

"■n-lG4) =  Tn-l/yn-l-

But (2.7.2) and (2.7.3) show that i>0 and <i\ are /¿-homotopic if and only if

(P0(t(a:))"1<1>1(t(x)) eyn.y so that we have a corollary of Theorem 2.6.5 the

Theorem 2.7.4. The equivalence classes of principal cofibre bundles with cofibre

FS" and cobase A are in 1-1 correspondence with Trn_y(A).

Theorem 2.7.4 is the dual of the following known result: The equivalence classes

of principal fibre bundles over a space Xwith fibre K(Z, ri) are in 1-1 correspondence

withHn+1(X;Z).
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3. Proof of Theorem 2.2.3.    We shall prove by induction the following statement :

Pn: For all kin we can choose elements 1x e G in 1-1 correspondence with the

canonical generators x e K of F=FK such that:

sxx = Silx for all x e Kk, k = n— 1, i = 0

801x = t(x)80x, t(x) e A   for all x e Kk, k _ n

Bf 1x = 8xx for all x e Kk, k = n, i > 0

YO) = Vx".

Assume that Pn_! holds and let us prove Pn. If xeKn, x=sty, yeKn-x take

1x=si1y so that s^«"s^y. Let xeA' be nondegenerate and let x* e G be such

that raY: G -¡> F satisfies Y(x*) = x'*x". Then,

yí^x^x-1) = dtx'tdtx'dw^x-1

and   since   8ix" = (8ix)",   xY(8ix*8¡x-1) = 8i(x')*8¡x-1,   tf(x) = 8ix*8}x-1   is   an

invariant element i.e. belongs to A ;

(3.1) 8,x* = tf(x)8\x.

Applying for />0, i<j the basic relations between faces to (3.1) we deduce

(3.2) 8xtf(x) - c^rfíx),       i > 0, i < /

Since t*(x) e A and A is a simplicial group we can apply to (3.2) Kan's extension

condition and find y e An such that

(3.3) 8ty = t*(x),       i > 0.

Let 1x=y~lx*. Then

Y(x) = YCrW**) = y-\x')*x" = W.

Further by (3.1) and (3.3), for i>0

BAx = (8ly)-18ix* = tx*(x)-1tf(x)8\x = 0fr,

B^x = (öoj)-1??(x)aj1x = t(x)d}x,       t(x) e A.

Thus, we have proved Pn for nondegenerate Simplexes. One can show that there is

no ambiguity in the selection of representatives for degenerate simplexes i.e. that

z=sxx=Sjy implies si1x=sj1y, so that 1z can be chosen in a well-defined way.

It remains to prove that the degenerate elements satisfy Pn. For /<0, i<j

8,SjX = 8isj1x = Sj-xdiX = Sj-x^iX = d^jX.

For z>0,

dxSiX = SfijX = x = a¡5(x,

Cx + xSiX = C'i + i^iX =    X = ¿/j + jJ^X.

Finally for i>j+1 = 1, by the inductive hypothesis

8xSjX = 3(i*x = iySi_11x = Sjd^xX.
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We have proved by induction Pn for all n. Call F the subgroup of G generated

by the elements xx, xe K. Then by Theorem 1.6.6, Gn=An* Fn for all n and Pn

shows, that for the corresponding simplicial groups we have a twisted free product

decomposition G=A*tF, with twisting function t:K->A. This completes the

proof of Theorem 2.2.3.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. We first prove that every twisting function r: K->-B

vanishes on elements of the form s0x. By definition

(4.1) dtflx = r(s0x)dls0x = rfax^x.

On the other hand,

(4.2) 80shx = 80Sy\x = 1x.

From (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain

(4.3) r(s0x) = e„_i.

Let us define a function i> on the free generators t(x) of GK by

(4.3)' <¡>(r(x)) = r(x)-\

If x=s0y then T(sQy) = en^y and by (4.3), r(x)=en-y. Thus $ can be extended to

a homomorphism $: GK-+B, such that by (4.3)'

(4.4) r{x) = <!>('(*))_1 = *«*)).

Let G=A *tF, F=FK Then by computation:

(4.5) Sit = tsi + u       i^O,

(4.6) 80t(x) = tdy(x)(td0(x)) " \       for all .x e AT.

(4.7) fyLv) = t(8i + 1x),       i > 0.

Lemma 4.8. The mapping í>: GK-+ B defined by (4.3) m a morphism in $.

Proof. We have

s&(t(x)) = feri»)-1 = <J>(TSi + 1(x)).

By the definition of r, tíí+1(x)=Jjt(x) so that

(4.9) *i*M*)) = 1>(î,tW).

By (4.6) 80®(T(x)) = ®(T(80x))-1T(8yx) and by definition r(d0A:)-1r(d1x) = doT(*).

Thus,

(4.10) d0í»(r(x)) = í»(d0r(*)).

By definition for i > 0, 8xt(x) = t(3, + yx) and by (4.7) we obtain 8^(t(x)) = <P(d(T(.t)).

The formulas (4.4), (4.9), (4.10) together with Theorem 2.3.1 establish Theorem

2.4.1.
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5. Appendix.   Proof of the structure theorem for free co-operation.

The proof of Theorem 1.6.6 will follow by a thorough analysis of the structure

of the comultiplication <t> and of the co-operation Y.

Structure of O : F -> F * F: We shall denote by h!' the element w e F considered

in the first factor, and by w" the same element considered in the second factor.

(5.1) w = xH---xapv

(where the x¡'s are generators and a¡ e Z)

(5.2) 4>(w) = (x'xx2r>---(x'px;y*

where none of the x[ and x" cancel.

If ap>0, the last factor will be x"p, if <xp<0 the last factor will be xp_1. In the

expression of (O * 1) o O : F-> F* F* F, the element w e F will be denoted by w'

if it belongs to the first factor and by w", w" if it belongs to the second or third

factor. The left hand <1> operates by the rule Q>((x'i))=x[x¡ while the identity 1

operates by lw" = wm. In the expression of (1 * 4>) ° i>, however, 1 operates by

1m'' = m'' and the first <t> operates by *&(x")=x"ixtw. Therefore

(<d * i) o o(w) = (xxxxxiyi- ■ -(x'px;x;yr

(1 * 4)) o <t>(w) = (x'xXxxl)^- ■ -(x'^xlfv.

If a,, > 0, the last factor is xp, if ap < 0 the last factor is x"p~1.

Let us consider a free co-operation Y: G —>■ G * F of (F, 3>). We shall put in

G * F* F one prime on the elements of G, two primes on the elements of the first F,

three primes on the elements of the second F. In the expression (1 * <ï>)o Y:

G->G * F* F, 0 acts by the rule <$>(x"i)=x'/x'i", whereas lg'=g'. In the expression

(Y * 1) o Y: G -* G * F* F, lw" = w whereas the first Y on the left acts by the

ruleYigO^g).

Let for some g e G,

(5.3) Y(g) = g'xwl ■ ■ -gnWn,       g( e G, wt e F.

(5.4) K'n = xïi---x^.

Case I. wn=e. Then

V(g) = g'i<---<-ig'n      where »„-i = xfi •••*$«,       Bq¥=0

(1 * O) o Y(g) = giO(w-i)- • -gi.x(xlxy^- -(xXAg;

(Y * 1) o Y(g) = Y(gi)»x- ■ Vign-Jxi*- ■ -x^Y(gn)

Y(gn) e G * F and its expression contains only once and twice primed letters. For

convenience, we shall call a segment (of a reduced word) any maximal subword

containing letters with the same number of primes. Therefore,

Case Ia. ß„>0. The last segment of (1 * <1>) ° Y(g) reduces to g'n, and the pre-

ceding letter is x"V The word (Y * 1) ° Y(g) ends with Y(gn) so that

(IJ 'F(gn) = g'n-
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Case Ib. |8„<0. The last two segments of (1 * 3>) ° Y(g-) not containing """ are

x'q'^g'n', this has to be equal to the corresponding part in (Y * 1) o Y hence

(ib)    Y(gn) = <-ig;.

Case II. In (5.4), <xp#0:

(5.5) (1 * <D) o Y(g) = gi<D(wí) ■ • • gn(xlxï)°i ■ ■ • OCX)"*

(5.6) (Y * 1) c Y(g) = Y(^)wT- • • Y(gn)x?i • • x?>.

Case IIa. <*p>0. The last segment belonging to F in (5.6) is w"=;c7ai- • -xpap

whereas in (5.6) this segment reduces to xP. Thus in the Case IIa, w„ = xp. Let

again wn_1=x?i. • •*£», /8„#0.

Owe IIaa. <xp>0, j3,>0. We have already seen that wn=xp and (5.5) becomes

(5.7) (1 * cD) o Y(g) = gi«D(wi) • • • x&Xx;

whereas (5.6) becomes

(5.8) (Y * 1) o W(g) = Y(gy)w: ■ • • x;Y(gn)x;.

Comparing (5.7) and (5.8) we get

(IIaa) Y(gn) = g'nX;.

Case IIab. aP>0, j8,>0. (5.5) and (5.6) become, in this case,

(5.9) (1 * 4>) o Y(g) = g'y<t>(wl) • • • xmq - %- YXx,

(5. io) (Y * i) o Y(g) = w(gix • • • x;(gn)x;.

The last segments containing "'" and """ in (5.9) and (5.10) are respectively

*î_1^*;andY(gn)sothat:

(IIab)       Y(gn) = .<-^xp.

Case IIb. o¡P<0. In (5.5), the last segments (with """) reduces to jej"1 whereas

in (5.6) it is empty because (5.6) ends with xp. Therefore case II„ is impossible.

Let us compute xY(ggñl) in Case Ia, Ib, II«, IIab

(y:       ng) = g'xwi ■ -g'n,    Yig-1) = ¿r;-1

Y(gg,Tx) = g'iwl■■■w"n.y,   a shorter word,

db): Y(g) = g'yw'y -x-^gi       ^(g-1) = g-Kxl

^(ggñ1) = gíwl- ■ ■x"q-1g'ng'n-1x"q,   a shorter word.

(Haa) : Y(g) = g'yw'y ■ ■ -g'X,       Y(g-1) = *;- 'g' *

^OSn x) = £iwï • • • gnx';x"p -1g'n-1,   a shorter word.

(Hah): Y(S) = ¡¡M- ■   XI-YX, ng'n'1) = *r Yn-'X,

^(ggñ1) = gíwv- •x"q~1g'nx"vxl'1g'n~1xq—again a shorter word.
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We can prove by induction on the length of the word Y(g), that G is generated

by elements g which satisfy either (Ia) or (IIaa) or (IIab) (if g satisfies (Ib) then g'1

satisfies (IIaa)). Hence,

Lemma 5.11. There exists a system of generators g e G such that either (Ia) :

Y(g)=g' or (IIa): lF(g)=g'x" where x is a free generator of F, or (IIab): *P(g) =

x"x~1g'x'2 where xlt x2 are free generators of F.

We now prove

Lemma 5.12. Let the co-operation of F on G be free. Then the generators of the

type IIab can be eliminated, G remaining generated by the generators of type Ia awi/IIaa.

Proof. Let us call a generator xe F of the first kind, if xY(g)=g'x" for some

g e G, and of the second kind otherwise. If ^(g) = (x")' " 1g'x" then x' and x are of

the same kind. For, let x be of the first kind and Y(A)=A'x". Then Y(Ag_1) =

((Ag)')"1^")' and x' is also of the first kind. Let gi^-•-g>-;=Y(g) eG * Ä.

Then r2y¥(g) = w1- ■ -wn, where hv • -wn are words in x¡. The sum of all exponents

of the generators of the second kind in r2x¥(g) is even since these generators occur

in pairs (they come from generators gte G satisfying IIab). By hypothesis the co-

operation is free i.e. r2Y: G->F is an epimorphism. Suppose x is of the second

kind and r2Y(g)=x, i.e. mv ■ -M'n = x. Since all the generators of the second kind

cancel out to x, their sum of exponents must be 1, which contradicts the above

assertion. Hence all generators are of the first kind. But then if Y(g) = (x")' " 1g'x",

where x and x' are free generators of F, by the preceding remark, x' must be a

generator of the first kind and there exists an A e G, Y(A) = A'(x")'. Thus g=h(h~1g)

where Y(A"1g)=A'~1g'x". Therefore G is generated by elements g such that either

x^'(g)—g' or ^(g)=g'x", where x is a free generator of F.

For each generator xx e F, let 1xi e G be such that Y(xx¡) = 1xí'x¡' and let 1F be

the subgroup of G generated by the 1xi's.

Lemma 5.13. The mapping r^Y^F: *F—»■ F is an isomorphism.

Proof. Clearly, r2Y maps 1F onto F Let g=^i • • • ̂ xj«. Then r2(g)=x?i • • x£»

= e if and only if the word g is identically trivial.

Let A be the group of elements invariant under Y i.e. such that x¥(g)=g'. Then

if Y(g)=g'x¡ and **, e XF, Y^x,) = 1x'x"i so that Y(gx" 1)=g'(1x'i)"J and glx~ leA.

Hence by Lemma 5.12, G is generated by A and 1F In order to complete the proof

of the theorem it is enough to show that G—A * 1F. A * \Fis constituted of reduced

words a1iwl- ■ -a^w,, where a¡ eA and 1wi = 1xf¡- ■ ̂x^i, where only ax and 1wB

may equal e.

There is a canonical epimorphism tt: A * F-> G where Tr(a)=a, ir(1w) = w. We

have to show that if W=ax 1w1 ■ ■ -a,1^ e A * 1Fis a reduced word and g=Tr(W)

=e, then W=e i.e. that tt is an isomorphism.

Case!. 1wn=e. Ifn = l, W=ax and g=ax = e so that W=e. If« = 21et 1wn_i =

^i • • • lxapv where ap^0. The last part of Y(g) is • • •(1x'1xïr'i ■ ■ ■(1x'px"p)"pa^.
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Case Ia: n^2, <x„>0. Then the representation of Y(g) = e ends with x"„a'n, a„#e

which is a contradiction. Hence in this case n^2 is contradictory and if n=l,

W=e.

Case Ib: n = 2, ap<0. The representation of Y(g) ends with A:p"1(1x:p)"1ai and

Y(g)=e implies 1xp~la;1 = e which is impossible since aneA, 1xp$A. Again

contradiction.

Case II. e^ w„=bc^i ■ • ■ xx%t>.

Case IIa: ap>0. The representation of Y(g) = e ends with • • ̂ x'^xl which is a

contradiction.

Case IIb: ap<0. The representation of Y(g) = e ends with • • •*i"1(l*P)~1 which

again is a contradiction.

Therefore Tr(W)-e implies W=e and tt: A* 1F~G. This completes the proof

of Theorem 1.6.6.
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